TREND REPORT:

STREETWEAR
From surfboards to Supreme,
how urban wear asserted its dominance
in fashion

Streetwear is hardly a new concept. What began as a social movement in the 1970’s, has become
an evolving subculture for nearly 50 years. While the aesthetic is made up of t-shirts, baseball caps,
hoodies, and sneakers, streetwear is about so much more than just the clothing: it’s a lifestyle. Bobby
Hundreds, co-founder of the brand The Hundreds, chronicles streetwear “as a movement of labels and
people with shared influences and an independent attitude1”. It’s about the artists, musicians, dj’s, and
designers who have helped bring the look to life.
Born on the shores of California, streetwear infiltrated various locations eventually making its way to
the streets of New York City, across Europe’s borders, and throughout Japan. The streetwear movement
had a universal impact on art, home decor, music, linguistics, and further proved itself as a retail force
to be reckoned with. As of December 2017, the industry is estimated to be valued at $309 billion.2 As
we’ve mentioned in the past (also here and here) , streetwear is a lifestyle that is not slowing down
anytime soon. Trendalytics has been tracking this evolution for the past few years, and we’re excited to
show you its future.
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1. https://quartzy.qz.com/1160897/why-isnt-streetwear-just-called-fashion/
2. https://globaledge.msu.edu/blog/post/54523/worldwide-popularity-of-streetwear-ascending

HISTORY
Before the world of exclusive drops and scarcity
frenzies, there was a unique subculture rooted in
surf and skate lifestyles. The movement was born
in Los Angeles, CA in the late 1970’s and while
various streetwear brands already existed, the
streetwear revolution truly launched under Shawn
Stüssy.
The surfboard shaper fell into the industry almost
by accident when he inscribed his surname on
a few t-shirts at a trade show. In the early 80’s,
Stüssy and his business partner Frank Sinatra Jr. (no
relation) gained traction in the US, and by 1988,
they expanded into Europe. Stüssy gained inspiration from punk, new wave, and reggae music and
incorporated cultural elements from his travels.
By 1991, the brand had reportedly reached $17
million in revenue. The rapid growth of Stüssy was
due in part to the extensive network of devotees
(the “International Stüssy Tribe”) the designer cultivated.

https://quartzy.qz.com/1160897/why-isnt-streetwear-just-called-fashion/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St%C3%BCssy
https://hypebeast.com/2016/7/founding-fathers-of-modern-day-streetwear
https://www.complex.com/style/the-greatest-streetwear-brands/

Alongside Stüssy, there were several other
founding fathers who shaped the movement. Hiroshi Fujiwara, referred to as the
“Godfather of Streetwear”, is attributed
with bringing Japanese fashion to life in the
80’s. Fujiwara launched his own streetwear
line, Goodenough, in 1990, and served as
mentor to another vital founder, Nigo. Nigo
created the infamous brand, A Bathing Ape
(also known as Bape), which influenced
many of hip hop’s key players, like Pharrell
Williams and Kanye West. Shortly thereafter
came James Jebbia, the mastermind behind
Supreme, which opened its doors in 1994.
At the same time that Supreme powered
the skate community, hip hop began to
make its streetwear contribution. Rappers
and record labels popularized baggy jeans,
snapbacks, puffer jackets, and had a strong
following in urban communities.
As the 90’s came to a close, the start of the
internet and the rise of Silicon Valley fueled
the flame that streetwear ignited throughout the U.S. The immediacy of the internet
allowed trends and brands to spread their
influence at a much faster pace. Society
was experiencing a shift; business attire
disappeared and Casual Fridays morphed
into casual every day. Today, streetwear is
more mainstream than ever before, with
hoodies and t-shirts existing as a staple in
every wardrobe, and offerings ranging from
budget conscious to luxurious. The forefathers of streetwear continue to influence
its evolution along with relative newcomers,
such as Ronnie Fieg and Nick Lenzini, as the
world becomes ever more connected.

STREETWEAR STARTER KIT
Of all the fashion subcultures, streetwear is the biggest melting pot of them all. We have highlighted the
four original personas that shaped streetwear into what it is today.

#1: SURFER

Notable Influencers: Mick Fanning, Bethany Hamilton, Kelly Slater, Laura Enever
Notable Brands: Roxy, Quiksilver,
Billabong
Client
Exclusive
Notable Trends: Tank top, Sandals, Board shorts

#2: SKATER

Notable Influencers: Rob Dyrdek, Tony Hawk, Leticia Bufoni, Lizzie Armanto
Notable Brands: Vans, Puma, Supreme
Notable Trends: High Top Sneakers, Baseball Cap, Cargo Pants

#3: PUNK

Notable Influencers: Charles Jeffrey, Avril Lavigne, Hayley Williams, The Clash
Notable Brands: A Bathing Ape,
Moschino,
Rick Owens
Client
Exclusive
Notable Trends: Leather Jacket, Graphic Tee, Combat Boots

#4: HIP HOP

Notable Influencers: ASAP Rocky, Drake, Cardi B, Nicki Minaj
Notable Brands: Vetements, Off-White, Kith
Notable Trends: Joggers, Hoodie, Sneakers

STREETWEAR ECOSYSTEM
From the brands that we all know to the designers behind them to stores that sell them, the world of
streetwear is a community of overlap and interconnectivity. Here is the who’s who of brands, juggernauts,
individuals, and the stores that fuel the life cycle.

shops
brands
the ecosystem of

STREET
WEAR
designed by nicole choi

players
juggernauts

BRAND LANDSCAPE
For the last year, traditional athletic brands like Adidas, Puma, and Fila, have garnered the most total engagement
from influencers/celebrities mentioning them in posts, indicating that collaborations with influencers and celebrities
are key to their comeback and continued success strategies. In the past few years, we’ve seen an increase in
collaborations like Adidas’s Calling All Creators campaign and Puma’s partnership with everyone: Rihanna on Fenty
x Puma, MAC, the Weeknd, and even Sonic the Hedgehog. Not to be outdone, Fila has teamed up with Gosha
Rubchinskiy, Urban Outfitters, and, most recently, Fendi.

Client Exclusive

On the flipside, the major players in the streetwear scene (e.g: Vetements, Bape, Stüssy, and Palace
Skateboards) garnered the most engagement from their own brand postings, rather than relying on
collab hype, indicating these brands have enough caché and brand power to stand on their own.
Brands to look out for in terms of growing social buzz include Undefeated, Fear of God, and Puma,
each garnering more than nearly 4x the social actions per mentioned post than Adidas for the last year.

EMERGING BRANDS
Of our notable emerging brands, including Chinatown Market, Rokit, and Spaghetti Boys, all have explosive
growth in terms of social buzz compared to the year prior: Chinatown Market, Rokit, and Spaghetti Boys are all
up over 6x to last year.

Client Exclusive

All three of these brands have leveraged collaborations and events to increase their exposure, highlighting the
effect these can have in streetwear: when done well, they can literally make or break a brand.These collaborations
can have a large effect when done with other emerging brands, like both Chinatown Market and Rokit partnering
with Pleasures (here and here), athletes (Chinatown Market x Lebron James), or even with established brands
like Converse.
Meanwhile, Spaghetti Boys collaborated with major brands in the hip hop space, notably shooting and documenting
Kanye West’s album listening party in Wyoming, as well as partnering with Off-White, Asspizza, and Heron
Preston to release limited edition t-shirts.

INFLUENCERS
While top celebrities like Zayn Malik, The Weeknd, and Ansel Elgort garner the highest total social post
engagement from their branded posts, top influencers gaining social buzz include Laura Enever, Kelly Slater,
and Surfline, each capturing more than 10x the engagement per mentioned post than Kanye West.

Client Exclusive

Influencers to watch: the top three fastest growing streetwear influencers on instagram include Virgil Abloh
(2.3M) , Luka Sabbat (1.2M), and Heron Preston (272K), up in Instagram followers for the last 90 days by
44%, 33%, and 21% respectively.

COLLABORATIONS
Collaborations can make or break a brand: while crucial the nonconformist undertone of streetwear’s
DNA requires that brands be careful not to ‘sell out’. Below we’ve highlighted some of the key collabs in
recent years, ranging from smaller labels like Rokit, to major players like Nike, and even unrelated brands
like DHL and Ikea, along with celebrities and athletes. Check out our complete list of collaborations here.

BVG x Adidas Originals

Pretty Little Thing x Karl Kani

Kith x Adidas Football Club

Converse x Sneakersnstuff Chinatown Market x Pleasures

A Cold Wall x Nike

Nike x Off-White

Vetements x DHL

Ricardo Seco x New Balance Comme des Garçons x Nike Air Max

Boyhood x Asics

Rokit x Club75

ATHLETES

BRANDS

Supreme x North Face

CELEBRITIES

Kyrie Irving x Wheaties x Nike

Kyrie Irving x Kobe Bryant x Nike

Converse x Miley Cyrus

Kendrick Lamar x Nike Cortez

Converse x Tyler the Creator

Kylie Jenner x Puma Justin Bieber x Fear of God

Virgil Abloh x IKEA

FOOD

HOME
Stampd’s x IKEA

BIG3 x Adidas

Lil Yachty x Nautica

TRAVEL

Chris Brown x Black Pyramid

Guess x A$AP Rocky

Kith x Mitchell & Ness

Supreme x Louis Vuitton Off-White x Rimowa

Selena Gomez x Puma

Allbirds x Shake Shack
Boohoo x Pepsi

SNEAKER SPEAK
It is no question that the way we shop has changed
dramatically over time, particularly in recent
years with the advent of social media. Nowadays,
everyone is looking to be unique and exclusive;
unsurprisingly, streetwear was decades ahead of
this trend with limited drops or releases. Drops
are one-time, limited releases of products in one
location (whether a storefront or online) by a
specific brand. Brands like Nike, Supreme, and
Johnny Cupcakes continue to drive demand by
producing limited quantities, which means that
most of the time, you won’t be able to get one.
Today, the concept of scarcity generates a sense
of urgency, assigns intrinsic value to products, and
fosters a sense of community. For streetwear fanatics,
scarcity encourages the pursuit of individuality and
instills a commitment to their favorite brands. For
example, Off-White’s Nike The Ten collaborations
typically garner lines of faithful for blocks - and are
now routinely sold on the after-market at 3 to 10x
the retail price. For many brands, chasing the feeling
of exclusivity is more important than top-line sales as Grailed.com says, “Counter to the logic of supply
and demand, artificial scarcity creates artificial value.”

1. https://thesolesupplier.co.uk/release-dates/balenciaga/balenciaga-triple-s-blue-red/
2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VEdH5iaNMNo
3. https://twitter.com/nitrolicious/status/897881860092477440
4. https://topwearltd.com/product/nmd-human-race-pharrell-sku-bb0619/
5. https://www.thetopshoesstore.com/product_info.php?c=ewing%20focus%20retro%202013%20white%20
red%20black

Streetwear devotees await Kanye West’s
“Pablo” pop-up in Texas.

LUXURY
The impact of streetwear on luxury cannot be understated. From unconventional hires to revised
designs, the historically conservative luxury industry is finally addressing the shifting consumer preference,
especially as Millennials eclipse older generations as the demographic with the highest spending power.
According to Forbes, “[m]illennials will comprise more than one of three adult Americans by 2020 and
75 percent of the workforce by 2025”.

If you can’t beat ‘em, join ‘em
As a result, a seismic structural shift from the inside out has occurred in the luxury
industry. The appointment of designers that understand the younger cohorts is the
clearest attempt by luxury to earn streetwear cred.

Riccardo Tisci to
Burberry

Virgil Abloh to
Louis Vuitton

Alessandro Michele
to Gucci

Hedi Slimane
to Celine

Leave Them Wanting More
At its core, the luxury market ensures that supply never outgrows demand. While
younger consumers were not the target demographic for luxury houses in decades
past, the recent popularization of the scarcity experience among young and urban
consumers has opened doors for several new demographics for high-street brands
and retailers.

Take it to the Bank
The growth in streetwear consignment marketplaces - GOAT, Flight Club, and Grailed,
to name a few - is testament to the fact that luxury is no longer the only segment
deemed a worthy investment. Even VCs are getting in the game, with GOAT and
Grailed raising over $115M combined in their latest fundraising rounds, and luxury
marketplaces, The RealReal and Vestiaire Collective, raising almost $400M. Sneakers
have become the new “It” bag, and brands are leveraging their popularity to appeal to
the affluent, pro-consignment consumer. In appealing to millennials who came of age
during the Great Recession, luxury is able to channel the appeal of appreciation, which
they had already mastered with handbags, to sneakers.

STREETWEAR AROUND THE GLOBE
To say streetwear is a global culture is an understatement. Since its origin, urban apparel quickly
disseminated throughout the US and beyond. This remains true today more than ever before as
streetwear aficionados are making waves in every continent and time zone. Here we dig into the unique
ways countries manifest the movement.

Iceland

Iceland prefers their apparel
vintage. Classic skate brands like
Thrasher and Stüssy and warm
ensembles including sweatshirts,
fuzzy jackets, and vintage sweaters
are thriving.

Mexico

Streetwear tastemakers in Mexico
take inspiration from heavy
metal, punk, and goth looks. Key
elements of this growing nation
include logo t-shirts and hats.

Kazakhstan

In response to Vetement’s “Officially
Fake” collection, Kazakhstan is all
about the DIY fakes. Staple looks
consist of painted denim jackets, inked
up white sneaks, and faux labels.

Nigeria

Combining native elements such
as brightly colored cotton items
with Vans, jeans, and t-shirt’s
make up standard Nigerian street
style.

South Korea

Korean urban wear is inspired by
both punk and rock influences.
Key pieces include combat boots,
piercings, safety pins, and a leather
jacket.

United Arab Emirates

Streetwear throughout the UAE is
luxe and draws heavy inspiration
from hip hop and skate. The
hottest trends such as side bags,
snapbacks, and colored sunglasses
are abound.

ART
Originally rooted in the counterculture of punks, surfers, and skaters, it is no surprise that streetwear has
always been about more than just clothes: it fully encompasses art, music, food, and much more. Alongside
street art, both cultures were rooted in dissent, the feeling of “outsideness”, and radical self-expression.

GRAFFITI ART
With prominent artists like Jean-Michael Basquiat and Keith
Haring the street art movement that originated in New York
in the 1970s/80s has left an incredibly enduring influence on
fashion and streetwear today. Basquiat, who first achieved fame
as part of a graffiti art duo called SAMO, effortlessly blended
the uptown and downtown, combining streetwear and thrift
finds with formal wear. His art and fashion style still influences
the street style of celebrities such as Jay-Z and Kanye to this day.

Client Exclusive

Street art has become such a mainstay that storied brands
are leveraging it as a means to regain cultural relevance. For
example, in 2016, Gucci’s collaboration with Gucci Ghost
breathed vibrancy into the brand and tied itself to youth
culture. Additionally, Virgil Abloh’s homage to iconic graffiti
artist Dondi White for Off-White’s upcoming SS19 collection
and Bradley Theodore’s newly announced collaboration with
PUMA will be drops to watch.

CONTEMPORARY ART
The bridging of the high and low, like Basquiat’s “uptown and
downtown,” is manifested in the works of contemporary
Japanese artist Takashi Murakami. Murakami is known
for his “Superflat” style, a postmodern art movement
influenced by anime and manga that blurs the line between
high and low. His long-running collaborations with Louis
Vuitton, subsequent artwork collaborations with artists
like Kanye West and Kid Cudi, and now collaboration with
streetwear labels like Billionaire Boys Club, have firmly
cemented Murakami and his fusion of the high and low
into today’s streetwear.

1. http://www.strategyr.com/MarketResearch/Mens_Grooming_Products_Market_Trends.asp

KEY TAKEAWAYS
The world of streetwear is constantly evolving and shaping the fashion industry in unexpected ways.
It doesn’t matter who your customer may be, the streetwear lifestyle plays a role in every facet of the
industry: from high to low and casual to chic, there is something for everyone.

1. CAPITALIZE ON THE SPEED OF SOCIAL MEDIA
• As digital natives with significant spending power, the Millennial and Gen Z consumers
have played an integral part in driving the growth of streetwear. The hunt continues for
the most Instagrammable products, and consumers looking for unique and exclusive
items are willing to pay.

2. DON’T BE AFRAID TO SELL-OUT,

BUT DON’T BE A SELL OUT

• While shoppers used to judge their purchases based on craftsmanship or quality, the
modern consumer is looking for an experience that’s memorable. In this day and age, it’s
all about the story… on social media. The emphasis on scarcity not only helps reduce
markdown liability but also creates panache.

Client Exclusive

3. BE HYPER LOCAL & SHOWCASE WHAT MAKES EACH MARKET
.....UNIQUE
• As streetwear gained global traction, each country developed their own signature flavor.
Today, hundreds of nations mix their native garb with key street style elements, making
it uniquely their own. From K-Pop graphic tees to Nigerian harem pants, it is crucial to
understand the DNA of each local market and speak authentically.

4.

THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX & JOIN FORCES WITH AN UNLIKELY
.......COHORT
• Collaborations hold the keys to success for streetwear brands in generating their own
buzz and establishing themselves in the space. Partnerships range from celebrities and
athletes like Kylie Jenner x Puma, to brands spanning emerging labels like Pleasures, to
major players within fashion and beyond, like Ikea, DHL, and Berlin Public Transit. Products from these collabs can sell out within 15-30 seconds, further emphasizing the importance of each partnership and the allure of the drop.

FURTHER ANALYSIS
Trendalytics clients can use these resources to stay on the pulse of streetwear trends.
Top Mass Streetwear
Brands:

(ranked by total fan count)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

HUF 2M
Diamond Supply Co. 2M
Undefeated 1M
LRG Clothing 1M
The Hundreds 1M
Ecko Unltd 900K
Vlone 900K
Sean John 400K
Crooks and Castles 400K
Benny Gold 100K

Top Streetwear
Influencers:
(ranked by total fan count)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Zayn Malik 77M
The Weeknd 35M
Kanye West 30M
ASAP Rocky 16M
Rob Dyrdek 15M
Ansel Elgort 15M
Travis Scott 15M
Tony Hawk 14M
Tyler, the Creator 13M
2 Chainz 10M

Top Male Artists and Singers:
(ranked by total fan count)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Justin Bieber 285M
Justin Timberlake 155M
Drake 115M
Zayn Malik 77M
Harry Styles 72M
Niall Horan 71M
Nick Jonas 39M
The Weeknd 35M
Pharrell Williams 33M
John Legend 30M

Top Luxury Streetwear
Brands:

(ranked by total fan count)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Top Specialty Streetwear
Brands:
(ranked by total fan count)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Supreme 13M
Moschino 7M
Stüssy 4M
Off-White 4M
Bape 3M
Vetements 3M
Jeremy Scott 2M
Opening Ceremony 1M
Fear of God 1M
Raf Simons 800K

Top Surf
Influencers:

(ranked by total fan count)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

(ranked by total fan count)
1.
•
•
•
2.
•
•
•
•
•
•
3.
•
•
•

Vetements
x Tommy Hilfiger
x Umbro
x Reebok
Converse
x Virgil Abloh
x Rokit
x JW Anderson
x Babylon LA
x RSVP Gallery
x CLOT
Kith
x Bergdorf Goodman
x Nike
x G-Shock

1.
2.
3.
4.
•
•
•
5.
•
•
6.
•
•
7.
8.
9.

(ranked by total fan count)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Converse 53M
Vans 31M
Puma 29M
DC Shoes 17M
Quiksilver 11M
Oakley 7M
Hurley 6M
Billabong 6M
Roxy 6M
Volcom 5M

Top Hip Hop
Influencers:

Top Skate
Influencers:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

(ranked by total fan count)

Bethany Hamilton 5M
Kelly Slater 5M
SURFER 3M
Mick Fanning 2M
Jordy Smith 800K
Laura Enever 800K
Surfline 700K
Tatiana Weston-Webb 400K
Nikki Van Dijk 300K
Mitch Crews 200K

Notable Collaborations:

Adidas 57M
Bape 3M
Carhartt 3M
Anti Social Social Club 2M
HUF 2M
Diamond Supply Co. 2M
October’s Very Own 2M
Kith 2M
Palace Skateboards 2M
Diadora 1M

Top Surf & Skate Lifestyle
Brands:

Rihanna 233M
Beyonce 194M
Nicki Minaj 151M
Drake 115M
Lil Wayne 93M
Wiz Khalifa 75M
The Weeknd 35M
Cardi B 31M
Kendrick Lamar 29M
Kanye West 28M

Adidas
x Alexander Wang
x BAIT
x Overkill
Chinatown Market
x Urban Outfitters
x Puma Basketball
Asics
x Kiko Kostadinov
x Atmos
Atmos x Nike
Selfridges x Lovers
F.C.
Carnival x Dragon

(ranked by total fan count)
Rob Dyrdek 16M
Tony Hawk 14M
Ryan Sheckler 9M
Bam Magera 7M
THRASHER MAGAZINE 7M
Paul Rodriguez 4M
Chris Cole 3M
Shane O’Neill 3M
Nyjah Huston 2M
Torey Pudwill 2M

Clients can contact their Trendalytics Digital Strategist
for further insights and strategies to analyze streetwear
trends, brands, and influencers.

MARRYING THE ART AND SCIENCE OF COMMERCE
For more information visit trendalytics.co
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